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The Suzuki TS missed the start of the trail bike revolution, but only by a hairsbreadth, the
Yamaha DT1 pipped all to the post when it emerged in In practice however the DT1 was a good
deal lighter, and with it, faster too, attributes that made it the better bike for off road riding,
especially when the Yamaha factory kit was added, making the DT a superb choice for the
amateur motocross rider. The internal architecture did hold the design back so for the TS
model, parts and dimensions from the all new, road going, T were implemented, making the TS
effectively half of this ground breaking twin-cylinder design with a more manageable, and
reliable, 72 x 64mm bore and stroke. Although similar looking throughout its life, the TS engine
did come in for a several major revisions, first in its second year of life when the casings and
gearbox were extensively redesigned, creating a huge weight saving in the process and then
again in In keeping with other two strokes in the Suzuki range, for 77 the TS engine grew a reed
valve in the inlet system. This increases the inlet timing considerably, effectively making a
degree tract, without making the inlet port too big and thus requiring extra support for the
piston while passing through the port, which in turn, would need to be opened up to allow the
gasses through if the conventional piston port route was adhered to. The result is a tractable
and punchy machine if kept within a small part of the rev range, although only producing a
modest 22bhp, the TS does make it feel like more, mainly thanks to the sat up riding position.
This is a good thing in many ways, as such a peak can prove tricky to keep ahead of when off
road, but it does add to the excitement when riding on the road making the acceleration feel
twice what it actually is. Despite it off road styling, the TSERX is biased towards street use and
in this mode is completely at home, having sweet handling and good all round manners. In use
the TS is right enough on the hard stuff, but never lively enough to be a serious contender off
road, 1st gear is simply too tall to be of any real use off road, barely lifting the front off the
throttle alone and provides little engine braking down hill unless you are going far too fast for
the occasion. Suzuki designed this later version of the cc power plant to reach its peak of both
torque and horsepower within rpm of each other, and this makes for a mad rush above rpm that
quickly dies out with little or no over rev facility, but has a maximum impact while the engine is
kept within that range. Sustained high speed running does reveal an annoying and fatiguing
buzziness so motorway work is definitely out for this machine, especially with its top speed just
shy of 75mph. Trying to pass anything above 60mph can be a lengthy and buttock clenching
affair and certainly not for the faint hearted. Keeping the engine at peak revs for anytime when
in top can prove tricky too, the slightest incline or head wind having disastrous consequences
for the Suzuki and requiring a hasty gear change to keep the thing buzzing with a subsequent
drop in speed often just when you least need it. Equally challenging at speed is the diminutive
brakes, these work well at low speed, with feel and power aplenty, but are at the limits of their
abilities once around the legal speed limits. Judicious use of the engine braking has to be
implemented to ensure the TS hauls up in time for all but the most forward planned of stopping
events. Around town the TS never causes any concerns and could have been built for the daily
commute in confined spaces, everything works as it should and the whole design makes perfect
sense, being easy to throw around while remaining stable and predictable. The twin shock rear
end is in keeping with the large capacity Suzuki motocross racers of the period that never saw
the introduction of a monoshock rear end, although the Suzuki full floater rear is added to the
smaller TS models and was waiting in the wings for the RG and GSX-R series. Even so the TS
benefits from mm and mm of travel, front and rear respectively, making it pretty good over the
rough stuff although its extreme weight when compared to a pukka off-road machine does
cause some handling problems. This is true of its nearest rival the Yamaha DT, yet another
machine far too heavy for any real dirty work and certainly more at home chugging around the
urban jungle. Suzuki is added to the tank logo and changes are made to the rear mudguard and
light assembly, speedo and tacho, as well as the exhaust and heat shield. The diet is working
well too as a further 6kgs is shed from the all up weight. It was also available with chrome
mudguards for the dedicated street rider. Alloy wheel rims are also added. A reed valve was
also introduced, laying flat below the cylinder barrel and feeding the crankcases giving the
engine a degree inlet timing. This model, and the one following it, was known as the DS in the
states. The type was discontinued for the next 4 years remerging as the all-new, liquid-cooled,
TSX in March 10, Reviews , Suzuki. Suzuki TS Road Test 2. A reed valve was also introduced,
laying flat below the cylinder barrel and feeding the crankcases giving the engine a degree inlet
timing TSC â€” chassis number TS Graphics apart there was no major changes for this model
TSERN â€” chassis number TS once again a graphic and paint change but little else as the ER
series is planned TSERT â€” chassis number TS saw a total face-lift with improved plastics and
box section swing arm, it gained a kilo too. Suzuki Classic Bikes. Francis Barnett. Related
Posts. June 25, March 10, There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time.
Motorcycles allow you to travel short and long distances while allowing you to take in your

environment, and bikes in the Suzuki TS series are among many viable options that add power
to your ride. Before you search for a used Suzuki TS for sale on eBay or another bike in the
series, take time to learn some important information that will help you pick out the right
motorcycle for you. Depending on the type of ride that they are designed to provide, powerful
Suzuki TS motorcycles for sale have numerous features that make them useful for distinctive
motorists with various needs. The different models that are available include:. The engine is an
important part of any motorcycle and determines the efficiency and reliability of your bike.
While choosing the right, affordable Suzuki TS motorcycles for sale, the engine design can be
an essential guiding tool. Here are essential factors that influence the type of engine you should
select:. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. More View more categories Less View
less categories. Capacity cc see all. Less than 75 cc. Not specified. Model Year see all. Type see
all. Sports Touring. Additional Information see all. Metallic Paint. Previously Registered
Overseas. V5 Registration Document Present. Colour see all. Manufacturer see all. Suzuki Filter
Applied. Model see all. TS Filter Applied. Vehicle Type see all. Drive Type see all. Start Type see
all. Condition see all. Please provide a valid price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best
Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery
options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold
items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More refinements More refinements All Auction
Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad. Collection
in person. Classified Ad with Best Offer. You may also like. Savings are here! Get what you love
for less. Everything You Need to Know Before Selecting a Suzuki TS Motorcycle Motorcycles
allow you to travel short and long distances while allowing you to take in your environment, and
bikes in the Suzuki TS series are among many viable options that add power to your ride. What
models of the Suzuki TS series are there? The different models that are available include:
Suzuki TS90 Honcho - It has a 90cc two-stroke engine, five-speed transmission, and a
distinctive, high-drawn exhaust pipe. Suzuki TSR - It features a six-speed transmission, a
telescopic fork in the front suspension, and a mono-shock rear suspension. Suzuki TSR - It
operates via a liquid-cooled system and has single-disc front and rear brakes as well as a
cable-operated clutch. Suzuki TS - This model has an air-cooled system, adjustable rear
suspensions, and dual shocks. How to choose the right Suzuki TS motorcycle engine The
engine is an important part of any motorcycle and determines the efficiency and reliability of
your bike. Here are essential factors that influence the type of engine you should select:
Distance - How far you plan to travel on your bike will influence the engine capacity you should
consider. If you plan a short commute, then a large engine may not be necessary. Experience Choose an engine that will be commensurate with your level of experience. If you are a
beginner, then an engine with modest power and torque is not a bad idea. As you increase your
experience, you may consider more powerful and speedy designs. What types of Suzuki TS bike
designs are there? Motorcycle types vary in terms of structural design and purpose. Here are a
few important types: Cruisers - They have low seat heights and provide a smooth ride. Sport
bikes - They are lightweight, allowing for improved steering and high speeds. Tour bikes - They
are designed to be comfortable over long- distance rides. Make Suzuki. Model TSJ. Great shape,
No damage. Fresh service, New rear tire and battery. Powder-coated black gloss rims. Clean OH
Original title. One owner. Calls only.. Fresh service, tires and battery. Model TS TS I really not
sure if it is ts or , Motorcycle need to be restore, tachometer speedometer need to be replace ,
seat need new upholstery ,body need a new paint , bike has electrical problem I tried to jump
start but no spark, bike has some oil dripping under, and so onâ€¦ I just have no time for it. Title
registration is current. Payment cash in person, money order, etc. I will not accept Pay pal
payment. I have California Certificate Title in hand. Shipping is available. It will be insure and
will come in motorcycle special crate. I would prefer for the buyer to pick up or make all
arrangements. Motorcycle released when all funds have cleared. There is no any penalties on
registration. Was purchased in We Put a couple hundred miles on it over the past few years just
putting around the property and on the road a little. We never once rode it hard. It has always
rode very smooth and had no shaking or anything when going down the road. I have had it up to
55 mph. It has lots of power and had no problem getting to that speed and that was 4 gear. The
bike is gear high for the road, 1st gear goes around 18 mph. The only problems with the bike
would be, it needs the choke fixed cause it does not work at all. The tank needs sealed and a
new petcock, it only works in the on position. Will also need a new horn and the blinker
solenoid. Other then that it is a very nice bike for its age. Has a new battery, oil injection works
great and is filled with Torco injection oil. If you have any questions please ask, Thanks for
looking. And buyer will need to find a way to have it shipped. No international shipping. For sale
a Suzuki TS Savage with everything original. Even the tires are original. It does run but will need
a tune up. Also some rust in gas tank but can be cleaned. This is the most sought after bike to

restore and they are selling for The tail light is broken and the 2 cycle oil cap is cracked but
other than that all is good. Only miles. Buyer must pick up no shipping. The title is clear but lost
only can give bill of sale. Nice example of a vintage Suzuki. Original bike. Paint is good. Runs
and drives. Needs a new air snorkel, needs glass for tachometer, needs chain guard. Tail light
mount is original but lense is aftermarket Simple stuff. Clear title in my name. It is located in
Onsted, Michigan. Many ebay buyers do not see the item location at the top of the page, but on
every ebay listing, you will find the item location shown very clearly on the right of the main
picture. Just an FYI. Pay Pal only for payment. Balance due by Pay Pal in 24 hours after that.
Please contact me if you need to make different arrangemtns for payment, before you bid
please. Thank you. You will be riding away on a very cool Suzuki TS This TS rides great and
sounds way cool A total blast. At this time as mc ran fine, opted not to do this.. Notarized Bill of
sale. You can easily apply for a Vermont Registration with motorecyclenow dot com see details
on their website. Headlight inop. I have a Suzuki TS Savage for sale. Its inexcellent condition,
and it runs perfectlly, shifts perfect, and the clutch is like new. The tires are in great condition,
and the suspension works like new also. Everything on the bike works, Headlight Low and High
beam , tail light, brake lights, turn signals, and the horn. Both of the gauges work, and the
illumination. No dents in the tank, or anything else, and the paint is in great shape too. The bike
has mostly all original parts on it. There is even a complete tool kit under the seat, along with a
spare spark plug. The bike has low mileage on it, it only has miles, and i have a clean title for
the bike. It has oil injection, so you dont have to worry about mixing oil in the gas, just fill the
tank with gas and go. It gets MPG. It is street legal, and ready to go, just needs a rider. Take a
good look at the pictures, they pretty much tell it all. If you have any questions about the bike,
feel free to ask. I have the bike listed locally also, so i reserve the right to end the auction if it
sells. Kick start, oil injected 2-stroke starts on 2nd kick. Fun little bike, runs great, idles well,
and is in good condition for a 37 year old bike, although the tank does have a couple dents and
some scratches. Has a new battery, original toolkit, and the air filter was just cleaned and oiled
earlier this summer. Has miles but may go up some. I also have a service manual, the original
chain guard, and an expansion pipe from another year TS The pip is in good shape but you will
need to cut and weld it on the current header in order to use it. As
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for the bad: the speedo works, but once you hit ish, it goes haywire until you slow down again.
The tach also works, but it could use a new cable. Headlight, taillight, and brake light work fine,
but the turn signals aren't currently working. Overall the bike has its quirks and is not perfect,
but mechanically it runs strong and it is a nice little bike. Im rebuilding a ts and I'm looking for
parts. If you a have a bike you would like you sell or piece out I would appreciate your help. Ican
do all the part matching. You can call or text me at Payson, AZ. Alamo Heights, TX. Burnet, TX.
Ridgefield, WA. Eaton, NH. Greenwood, IN. North Fork, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Suzuki Ts Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Suzuki Model -. Need parts! Request Price Stockton, California. Prev 1 2 Next.
Make Suzuki 9 Yamaha Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

